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rorsward

This work» a survey of tho cultural ohango taking plaoo
in tho Japanese immigrant group in America, vas undertaken
as a preliminary study in order that I might gain some background for future researeh in the problems of acculturation*
In undertaking this study» I learned, among other things»
of the immensity of the task that I hays cut out for myself
as veil as of the vastness of the literature in this field»
and at the same time» paradoxically» of its inadequacy*
Because of the sloppiness in preparation» this paper
oannot be dignified by the description "scientific." While
the aim of the researeh vas to seek "truth»" there may
oeeur at times statements vhioh cannot yet be verified
because of the unfortunate laek of data* Thus» as a historian seeking to avoid the influence of the "climate of
opinion" of his time can do no more than to realise that
he is biased and to discount its effect» so I must be
content for the time being to realise the inadequacy of
my techniques until further vork is done* A fuller account of the method of analysis used is included in the
methodological note in appendix A*
The material submitted in this paper vas drawn from
books) articles in magasines» scientific journals» pamphlets» and dissertations! personal observations in central California and in the Bay Regions and from conversations and correspondence vith first and second genera*
tion Orientals during the past fev years* Some information
vas also provided by students at the College of the Pacific» Mills College» San Francisco State College» and
here at the University of California* I am also indebted
to Mr* Levis Kohrs of the Department of Social Institutions
and Dr* Chitoshi Yanaga of the Departments of History and
Political Science for their many valuable criticisms and
suggestions*
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OutllBQ

Controlling purposet The purpose of this papsr is to examine the manner in vhleh
the basis social institutions» especially the familyt of the Japanese immigrant group in America hare changed as a result of their contact with the
nev culture in the hope that ve may thereby gain some insight into the
nature of the incipient disorganisation in the second generation sooial
groups*
I* The nature and scope of the paper
A. General problems what explanation can be given for the manifestations of incipient social disorganisation among the second
generation Japanese in America?
1* Hypotheses thue far advanced
a* Race prejudice
b. Ignorance of the immigrants
c. Stupidity of the leaders
d* Fragility of the Nisei
e. Inevitable result of cultural change
2* Assumption madst hypothesis of disorganisation as a result
of cultural change is correct
B. Specific problem for this paper« What changes have taken place?
C. Prerequisites for obtaining verifiable knowledge from historical
data (Teggart)
1« Aim should be investigation of a problem
Zm Problem should have reference to events
3« Procedure should be based upon comparison of events in
different areas
D» Factors in social change
1« Historical events
2» Social processes
a* Persistence
b* Modification
c. Change
II* Social organisation in rural Japan
A* Introduction
1« Majority of immigrant s from rural regions
2« Main forms of rural society homogeneous
3« Geographical and sooial subdivisions
B. The family as a basic and comprehensive unit
1, Underlying concept of family name and honor
2* Family organisation
a« Constituent elements of ths family
b* Authoritarian control
c* The concept of property in the family
3* Functions of the family
a* Agency of social control
b* Agency of socialisation
4« Hie status of the individual
C. Marriage and related institutions
1« The basic concept
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2. Adopted 90110 and brides
8* The bases of marriage
4. Making the marriage contract
5« The wedding ceremony
D. Character!stice ef rural social organisation in Japan
1. Stability
2« Patriarchal control
3. Unity of thought
III. The hietory of Japanese immigration to America
A» Expanding range of the villagers' vorld
1« Contact with towns
2« Conscripted soldiers and factory girls
3* Schools
4. Agsnts of emigration companies
B. Types of emigres
1» Farmers
2* Students
3* Failures
C. Immigration statistics
D. The reception in America
1« Antagonism
2. Anti-Oriental lairs
a« "Gentlemen's Agreement" of 1907
b. Alien Land Law of 1913 (reenacted 1919)
c* Japanese Exelueion Act of 1924
3. Difficulties in social adjustment
E. The causes ef antagonism
1« Center of a modern labor problem
2« Local politics
3« Land owning
F. The effect of the agitation on the Orientals and their social
organisation
IV. The ssttlement of Japaness in central California
A. Early hietory of the Orientals in the valley
B. Social organisation of the Japanese immigrants
1* Causes of group solidarity
Common interests
b. External hostility
2« Associations
a« "Gang" system
b* Business and Producers* Associations
c. Langauge schools
d. Religious groupe
e. The Japanese Association of America
3« The coming of women to America
a. "Picture-brides"
b. Stability in organisation
C. The transplanted family in America
1, The basic ooncspt unchanged
2« Family organisation
3. Functions ef the family
4. Incipient changes in the family pattern

The second-generation Japanese end their problème
A* Introduction
1« The rapid change in society
2, The rise of a hybrid culture
a* Ko standardised pattern to follow
b. Avenues for learning of new ways
c. The urbanisation of rural regions
3« Bare to complete emancipation
a* Race prejudice
b. Vocational problest
4* The marriage problem
a* Low income
b. Unusual age and sex distribution
5. Plight of the Kibeia
B. The family and related inetitutions
1« Marriage
a* Change in the basio concept
b« Shift in the bases of marriage
o* Remnants of the old heritsge
2* Americanised courtship
3* Organisation of the femily
a* Basle concept
b* Constituent elements
c• Reeidenee
d. Lack of patriarchal control
e. Individualised concept of property
f• Functions of the new family
C. The emancipation from parental control
The future of the Japanese in America
A* Summary of the social change
1« Changes
a* In ths fsmily
(1) Underlying eonoept
Concept of property
Reverence of anoestors
b. In marraige
(1) Basio eonoept
(2) Bases for marrisge
(3) Ceremony at wedding
2« llodi fi cations
a* Reeidenee
b* Familial sentiments
e* Social control
3« Persistence i wedding outoms
B. The influence of events in change
1* The labor struggle
2. The agitation and résultait laws
3« The rise of Japan as a world power
4 # The coming of picture-brides
C. Whither the Nlsslt

;
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WHEN THE TWAIN MEET

It Prcflefiomsnw t9 filfconj

Of late, the pijedreams of paradise indulged in by many American*born
Orientals hare been shattered by the impact of the cold9 uncompromising touch of
reality| a state of existence inconsistent vith their hopes» ideals, and ambitions*
Instead of the vished-for haven, they find widespread demoralisation» economic
dependency to an appalling extent» in some communities a rising rate of crime»
delinquency and immorality» and increasing personality maladjustments.* Since
one of the characteristic frailties of human nature is to find a culprit for all
things undesirable» blame for this unfortunate state of affairs has been east
upon» among other things» racial intolerance» the narrow-mindedness of the immigrants» the stupidity of the leaders» and even upon the fragility of the seeondgeneration themselves. It seems to me however» that this condition of disorganisation2 i® an inevitable result of the conflict of two widely divergent cultures
and the resultant cultural change| for when two different sets of standards vie
for support» the victims trapped in the pincers tend to become highly individualised
1« As far as I know there are no adequate statistics on the crime rate of
the Orientals in America for recent years» but it is believed that thue far» on
the whole» the rate has not increased proportionately to the increasing population* However» it ie admitted, even by the Orientals themselves, that considerable disorganisation does exist in the Los Angeles area and emong certain groupe
in central California*
2. By the term "social disorganisation" is meant simply the "decrease of
the influence of existing social rules of behavior upon the individual members
of the group." Demoralisation» delinquency» and dependency are merely the
external manifestations of the internal collapse. Cf. Thomas, W.I. and F. Znaniecki, The Polish Peasant ¿n Europe jfid America» Badger» Boston, 1920» vol* IY»
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and follow the dictates of neither set of rules. Without any restraints to our natural desires to give rent to our selfish Interests, clashes and disorganisation
are virtually unavoidable. It is upon the assumption that this hypothesis is
correct that this study of the cultural change was undertaken*
While the modern intellectual atmosphere is skeptical over things that are
claimed to be self-evident» it seems that almost everyone agrees that the secondgeneration Oriental in America does face an uncertain future* Much has been
written on the subject* both by those scrupulous individuals attempting to exploit the minorities and those desiring to whitewash the ludicrous charges
spuriously cast upon the group» giving suggestions as to what ought to bs done
to "solvett this problem* While it would be asinine to dismiss these writings as
useless polemics, it seems to his that we must first understand the nature and
causes of the problem before even considering means of alleviating the distress*
While the theory of social disorganisation as a result of cultural change does
not explain everything involved, it seems to give a reasonable interpretation.
It has been argued by some that even though the European immigrant groups
underwent considerable disintegration after their arrival in America, the same
explanation could not be applied to the Orientals because the latter are peculiar
in their ways*

It would seem, however, that the mere fact that the Oriental is

different accounts for many of his difficulties! the theory of disorganisation
as a result of social change would seem to apply all the more in this cass
because of the physical differences, raee prejudice, the vast cultural divergence,
and becauss of the lack of respect for parents instilled by the American habits
of thought«
It was to form a basis for understanding the problems of disorganisation
that this study of institutional change was undertaken. While many of the
changes traced, such as the differences in the marriage customs, may not havs
any dirsct bearing upon the original problem, they are valuable in that they

indicate to what extent change has taken plase* The specific objective of this
investigation, then, is to discorer the nature of the change» that have taken
place In the major social institutional particularly the family» of the Japanese
jlTlftfXIYrt grow *hsa they came in contact with American culture«
According to Kipling«
"East is East» and West is Vsst«
And never the twain shall meetj
Till the earth and sky meet presently»
At God's great judgment seat*"'
The hard's immortal words notwithstanding! the £ast and Vast hare met here in
the Pacific Coast, and our query let what happens when the twain do meet?
3« Rudyard Kipling» "The Ball and of the East and West."
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II. In the Sequestered Vale of Life

"Far from the »adding crowd's ignoble strife
Their sober wishes newer learned to strayj
Along the eool sequester*d wale of life
They kept the noiseless tenour of their vay*"^
From a state of existence not unlike that envisaged by Thomas Gray's beautiful lines earns the majority of the immigrants from Japan*

"Perhaps three-fifths

or ewen more of the Japanese immigrants to the United States have been of the
agricultural classes* The various city classes hawe been small in comparison*
The countryside of Japan is dotted with small towns of a few thousand population* surrounded by clusters of villages* The main forms of rural society
are much the same throughout the island» being based upon cooperation» exchange
labor and a religious festival calendar closely correlated with the agricultural
seasons| each section» however, has its own peculiar details and idiosyncrasies*
Host villagee depend economically on some single product» the comnenest basis
being rice, fish and silkworms*'
Until a few years ago, the prefectures of Japan were subdivided into countiss
(gun)« which were composed of mura*

"A mura consisted of several * * * house-

clusters, each united geographically and socially in its own little organisation*"
Thess separate social units or hsmlets (buraku) were united under a common headman (concho), and were further subdivided into groups oailed kuml* a unit of
about five households* The basic unit of Japsnese society was ths household and
the family*
1« Thomas Gray, "Elegy Written in a Country Churohyard*"
2* Immigration Commission, Reports» vol* 23» 1911» p* 8*
3* Most of the material on the organisation of rural sooiety in Japan
was taken from J*r* Embree, Suye Mura« £ Japanese Village* Chicago, University
of Chicago Press» If39* While this study was mads in 1935 ths chsnges which
have taken place sinse the immigrants left have not been of a substantial nature*
4* ibid»* p. 22*
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AM night be expected in such an atmosphere» the members of the family vara
very closely bound together, and filial piety had come to. be the supreme virtue*
While the family itaelf was not self-sufficient—economieally nor otherviss—
since it vaa dependent for its existence upon the other groups in the murai
nonetheless, there vas a strong tie between the members* This natural bond
vaa reenforoed and conditioned by religious requirements* According to the
national legend, all Japanese vere deecended from the eame Godj the emperor
vaa the direct descendent of this diety and all the people vere hie servants,
end each father vaa responsible to the Empertr for the behavior of his family*
The family vas an end in itself and its honor vas sealously guarded, its traditions and ancestors being looked upon vith much reverence* The main emphasis
vas placed in the group and its perpetuation and not upon the feelinge of the
individual members* The family vas thus a comprehensive unit, and its naturs
conditioned ather aspects of social organisation*
In a small farmhouee of tvo or three rooms9 the entire household lived
together* It consisted not only of the man and his vifs, but also the eldeet
son (own or adopted)» eldest son's vife, any unmarried children of the maater,
the eldest son's children, retired elders, and sometimes servants* In ordinary
daily life the vhole houaehold vaa together for breakfaat, lunch, and supper,
and aat around the hearth in the evening* During the harvest the vhole aggregation often vorked as a unit* This intimate association—Bleeping, bathing,
eating, and sitting around ths hearth together—created a strong sooial bond
vithin the group*
Within this household ths master's vord (koshu) vas law* He vas ths first
to taks his daily bath, first to bs served vith food, and all income vent to him
to dispenee vith as he eav fit*
All the people and thinga of the houae vere referred to aa uchi g£ (of the
house) and vere considered to belong to the household under the trusteeship of
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the master. Everyone worked net for himeelf, but for the group* Obviously
under sueh an authoritarian and unified system, there was a high degree of
stability*
As an instrument of social control the family was very powerful*

It was

not so much the absolute authority of the master over the other members that
prevented misconduct as it was the fear ef incurring an in£urous effect upon the
name end honor of the family«

In the buraku the houees were often close together

so that what went on in one house could not be kept secret from another! thie
contigmroa living and lack of privacy made the influence of public opinion
unusually strong* Furthermore! since the individuals had virtually no contact
with any other set of ideas» it never occured to ilea that they should deeire to
do anything differently*
While there were public schools giving elementary training» the children
learned of their tasks, station in life, and ways of doing things from their
elders and friends* Since the behavior of the people were relatively uniform,
a child had little difficulty in copying the felkwaye of the group*
In euch a context the individual was relatively unimportant* He was no
more than a cell inthe household, for the family acted as a whole in virtually
every kind of transaction*

It was natural that euch an organisation suppreeeed

initiative and taught children not to rely upon themsslvee but rather upon the
traditione and customs transmitted from one generation to the next* The members
were conservative, leaning upon the past rather than the future and guiding
their lives by the habits of their forefathers*5

individual had a minimum

of freedomi no one could conduct himeelf according to his inclinations, for the
honor of the femily was all-important and had to be upheld even at great sacri*
fica* Any failure on the part of any member was of great concern to the whole
family| it wae not simply an individual matter*
5* Cf* Demolin's account of ths individual'» status in the peoples of the
steppes in csntral Asia in Sorokin, P., Contsmporary Sociological Theories,
Harpers, New York, 1928, pp* 75*76*

is

Viewed in this light the reason why ell marriages were arranged by parents
or rslatires is easily comprehensible. Sinee the perpetuation of the fanily
name end ancestor cult were basio, the question of marriage eould not be entrueted
to the young people themselves; the desirss of individuals oould not bs allowed
to thwart the nssds of ths household, Sinee this was the gsnsral practice, marriage arrangements by parents wars accepted as a matter of course*

Under such

a system, marriage was not a union of two persons» nor wsre the husband and wifs
ths chisf parties concerned* It was sn affair of the family, a pure and simple
businsss arrangement*
In the event that a man had no sons capable of carrying on his responsibilities, ths problem of perpetuating the family name and taking care of the ancestral tablets was solved through adoption. Often a nephew, the brother's son,
was chosen* Sometimes whsn there were a number of girle in the family a husband
was aaoptsd for ths sldsst daughter* The aeeepted son (omuko), usually a younger
one in a family of many boys, had all the rights and privilegee of a real son|
however, he had to accept the religion and statue of the new femily and to detaeh
himself completely from his former home*
The bride was expected not only to be a good worker but also to be willing
to forget her old home and to turn ell her loyalties to her new household* Ability
and willingnsss to work, to rear children, and to uphold the triltilMi of the
houss rather than romantic love constitutsd the basis of marriage*
Except for a few feeble-minded or diseased Individuals, almost all adults
in ths mura wsre married* A widow usually rsmarrisd, frequently to a younger
brother of her late husband f while a widower often married a younger sister of
his lata wifs* A woman who had had an illegitimate child usually married, not its
fathsr, but a widower or sosieone of a lower class*
6* Smith, V*C*9 Americans in Procsss* Ann Arbor, Edwards Bros}» 1937,
pp* 10-15* Vide also S* Sugimoto, Daughter of £ Samurai, London, Hurst & Balokstt,
1933, p* 89*""
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And thus transcending all aspects of the lives of these humble folk was the
Idea that the family honor was something sacred in itself and was to be preserved
at all costs* Even one of the most important things in the landmarks of the life-»
history of an individual*—his marriage—was not a matter of his concern at all*
There were many things in the marriage ceremony itself and in the various custons
surrounding it which indieate how completely the Individuals were dominated by
the ties of the family group*^
The average man married at about twenty-three or twenty-four $ and the woman
at about seventeen or eighteen* When a boy's family thought that it was about
time that he had a bride they told seme close friend or relative to be on the
lookout for some likely girl* Often, a semissoret meeting of the two people
concerned was arranged» a meeting which was supposed to be by sheer accident and
to have no eignifioanoe whatsoever* Afterwards» the opinions of the two were
sounded and if there were no vociferous objections» the two families proceeded
to investigate the history of the other elan to make sure that there were no
hereditary strains of leprosy or insanity and to determine as far as possible its
soeial and economic standing* Most of those preliminaries and ssoret moves were
made by an official go-between (nakaudo or baishakunin)* who was also important
in the marriage ceremony itself and was responsible for the future welfare of
the couple* Thus ws can see that the marriage was primarily a soeial and economic
arrangement between the two families«®
The pattern of the ceremony Itself was rslativsly simple* It consisted only
7* Marriage cuetoms are discussed in this paper primarily because they
serve as convenient indiees for measuring change« Changes in such ceremonies may
not have any bearing upon the problem of disorganisation» but a study of such
changes serves to clarify the nature of the transition taking plaee in other
aspects of ths Oriental isnigrants' lives«
8* Embree» oj>* pit*« pp* 203-214.
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of having tea, the presentation of gifts, a drinking eeremony, end sometimes a
party* The exchange of drinks by the eouple (san-san-M;u-do ceremony)® was actually the most Important phase of the wedding* All the arrangements vere made
by the balshakunin and all the formal ceremony vas performed by him| there vere
no priests present at ths wedding, and the only religious aspect of the marriage
ceremony is the aoceptsnce of the bride into the religion and the anceetral group
of the new household* The weddings were simple and were aaually attended only
by the Immediate relatives of the couple*
Courtship played but a small part in this pictures for all the arrangements
were made by the baishakunint and since men and women were not seen together in
public* After an engagement was announced the groom usually forewarded to the
family of the bride a small sum of money (theoretically to buy a new obi) and
she returned half of this sum to him (to buy a new hakama)-10

A

*ldi

from thie

very formal custom, ths couple seldom saw each other until the day of the wedding*
The individuals and their feelings were unimportant and were not considered worthy
of much attention*
And so we can see that the social organisation in which the average immigrant
to America was reared was one of stability and of authoritarian control, a
system in which the family was important and the individual significant only as
a member of his group* The world of the Inhabitants of a mura consisted primarily
of his household and then the kumi in which he lived* All of the relatione were
of an intimate nature, for everyone in the vicinity knew each other very well,
since most of the male inhabitants were born there* All relationships and con9* In the three-three-nine-times-drink ceremony, some sake was pouredinto
a tier of three cupe; the groom had a drink out of the smallest cup and then the
bride drank from the same pttp) then the ssme things were repeated with the second
and third cups* After drinks were similarly exchanged between the bride and the
groom's father and between the nakaudo and his wife, the major portion of the
ceremony was over*
10* An obi is a colorful sash worm by women over their dress | a hakama
is the equivalent of our trousers*

1*

neetions were personalv intimate, and face-t©-£&©®.
It is difficult for an individual to east off the influence of the effects
of such a system, and today in America many of these traits still persist*
"The immigrant cannot direst himself of these heritages as hs disembarks at the
port of entry; they have shaped his lifs in the homeland and their influence
will persist even in the new country."** Certain of these heritagee are transmitted to their 'children bom in America*

"It is because of their contact with

the old-world heritages in the immigrant home and community that the Americanborn youth differs from typical American children»"**
11« Smith, W.C., 0£. cit.. p. 1.
12. ibid.* p. 2*

III. The Trek to Shangri-La

In the quiet and simple setting of rural Japan the thoughts of the inhabitants
seldom strayed from the affairs of the mura* Occasionally, however, there vere
opportunities for contact with the outside world« Every now and then9 one left
the village and visited the towns to market his wares or to lay in provisions
which were not available in the mura* and there he learned of many new things*
There9 newspapers» magazines, peddlers, and gossip sometimes told of the paradise
in the far-off land across the sea* Girls who had gone to work in the factories
and men who had been conscripted to serve in the army came into oontact with an
expanding world and returned to the village with their astonishing tales. In
the elementary schools the children read of different peoples and different modes
of living* Thus when contractors and agents of the emigration companies asked
for recruite, some left the mura to seek their fortunes in the lucrative new
world* Gradually more and morefciganto leave and as time went on and those who
had gone to Hawaii returned with incredible tales9 others followed suit.
America--the land of plenty, a land where everyone was rich and where everyone
had all the things that he wanted! Here was an opportunity for the young men
to make a name and fortune for themselves and their familyi The vast majority
of the immigrants to Amsrioa wers from the farming classes, young men seeking
new opportunities and advancement* They belonged to the lower classes of the
Japanese community if not to the lowest of all* Vhile they may have formed the
real cornerstone of the nation, they were poor9 conservative, uneducated, and
totally ignorant of foreign conditions* Added to this group were a number of
the intelligent and ambitious elements of the middle class seeking to study or
to avoid conscription into the army* furthermore9 there were older men who had
X

failed in Japan and who found staying there unattractive*

Besides the desire for study and the relative lack of opportunities in Japan
a strong factor inducing emigration was the presence of emigration companies and
contractors seeking cheap farm labor* The few who had gone to America and had
foreseen the opportunities waiting for their exploitation returned to Japan to
organise groups of youths to migrate and seek their fortunes together*
Before 1891 the number of the immigrants was small» never exceeding more
than 1,000 in any single year9 since the government sent out only students and
was opposed to labor emigration an a large seale* However» learning from the
experience of those who had gone to Hawaii9 gradually more and more began their
trek to America* Some had gone to Hawaii since 18841 these were the poorest and
most ignorant of all and many of these laborers have since come to America«
The number inereased and in the decade from 1890 to 1900 between twenty-five and
thirty thousand cams to the United States*2 In the following deoade some fifty
thousands more followed«* The increasing number of Orientals led to riots and
agitation» and after several uncomfortable incidents» the governments of the
United States and Japan in 1907 made a "Gentlemen's Agreement" whereby the
Japanese government wouldiesue passports only to non-laborere and three classes
of workers* to former residents in America» to parents» wivee» or children of
X* H*A. Millie (The Japanese Problem in the United States* New York» Macmillan» 1915, p* 5) estimates that over half the immigrants were under 25 years
of age) while E.K. Strong (Japanese in California* Stanford univereity» Stanford
UniversityPPrees» 1934» p* 55) found In hie survey» based on a directed sample
of 10/C ef the Japanese in California that the average malee epent only 20*8
years in Japan*
2* According to the Imperial Statistical Annals o£ Japan* 32»529 passports
were issue» while The Annual Reports ojf the United States Superintendent of immigration shows that only 27 »440 arrived* Cf* 7* Ichihashi» The Japanese in the
United States* Stanford University» Stanford University Press» 1932» p* 55*
3* There is considerable discrepancy in the statistics ef the immigration
in the deeade from 1900 to 1910* Dr. Roman e o Adams in the "Japaneee Migration
Statistics»" Sociology and Social Research* 1929» p* 441» eetimates that only
14f994 aliene cams directly from Japan to the United States; while some agitatore
have placed the figure as high as 104» 618* The United States Csnsus for 1910
snumerates only 72,157 Japaneee including 4»502 native born* Since many who did
eems to America returned after a few years» it is simple for the agitator to
twist the figures to suit his argueant* For a more detailed treatment vide
T* Ichihashi» 0£. cit>, p* 56 ff*
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residents* and to settled agriculturalists* Even though the Japanese government
tightened on the retirements for passports, the number of innigrants continued
to increase»for after Hawaii became a territory of the United States in 1900, the
thousands of Orientals who had gone there previously were beyond the jurisprudence
of the Japanese government and were free to come to the mainland« This increasing
number added fuel to the already smouldering antl~0rientalism in California and
finally resultsd in the passage of drastie laws«
The reception in America was far from consistent with the hopes that the
immigrants had envisaged on their way* Instead of the sought«for paradise» they
found themsslves in a turmoil of confusion and hatred. The entrance of the
Japanese into American life» even without agitation, would have involved radical
changes in their old habits and attitudes and their succsss in settlement in the
new environment would have depended upon their ability to readjust themsevles to
the new conditions. Since the ability to adjust to a new environment depends to
a great extent upon the perlvious training, ths Japanese failed5 for in their
old home they seldom came in contact with different modes of living and becauss
the education of the majority of emigres was seriously rsstricted.*
WJdle the reaction of the newcomers to the sgitation was not militant, ths
vituperations encountered in mazy ways conditioned permanently the type of social
organisation and attitudes adopted by them.

M

The active campaign against the

Japanese may be said to hate begun with ths publication in February, 1905, in ths
San Franolsoo Chronicle of a series of articles which in sensational langaugs
pointed out the dangers of this new Yellow P e r i l . A s the stream of labor poured
into the western ports of entry, ths rancorous cries arose and led finally, after
4« Dr. Strong observes, "Ths first-gsnsration Japanese imslgrant claim to
have had about eight years of schooling in Japan. This seems high in tsrms of
the educational facilities in Japan at the time they were children and in terms
of what the avsrage American of their age has sscured." E.K. Strong» The Second
Generation ¿apanese Problem. Stanford University, Stanford Utaiv. Press,1937,p. 207•
5. J. Steiner, The Japanese Invasion. McClurg Co. Chieago» 1917» p* 41.
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riots, segregation in school®, wholesale destruction ef property, and other outrages, to the passage in 1913 of the Alien Land Lear in California, which forbade
the owning of land of all who were ineligible for citiienship, and finally to
the passage of the Japanese Exclusion Act of 1924, which cut off entirely the
coming of Orientals to America» The latter law, which excluded aliens ineligible
for citisenship, by barring the wires, parents and children of those already in
America not only resulted in a number of broken families, but also led to the
unusual age and sex distributions which are the cause of much of the second generation problems today. The Alfttn Land Laws, by not allowing Japanese to own land,
not only expropriated farms which the immigrants had developed out of wastelands»
but also drove many into the eities, where they were forced congregate in the
slum areas and transition sbbm«
There were many causes for the agitation other than the mere fact that
strangers are not welcoms in any land. The inamicable reception was partly due
to the fact that the Japanese stepped into the midst of a gigantic economic
sturggle. *Fron 1882 « . • until about 1930, the history of farm labor in California has revolved around the cleverly manipulated exploitation, by the large
growers, of a number of suppressed racial minority groups which were imported
to work the fields •

After the Chinese Exclusion Act of 1882 and the anti-

Chinese riots of 1893 had driven the Chinese workers from the fields there was
an acute shortage of cfeeap labor* At first there was little opposition to the
Japanese but as they began to come in numbers the tom-toms began to beat once
more. Since they underbid all other labor groups, they made it difficult for
small farmers to compete with the large owners and thus incurred the former*«
wrath* Furthermore, as the Japanese began to own land and to hire their own
6« C. McWilliams, Factories ¡¡n Jh£ Fields. Boston, Little, Brown, and Co.,
1939, p. 104.
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countryman thereby antagonised the shippers and large landowners.' This not only
threatened the existence of the large units of production but also decreased the supply of farm labor* Furthermore9 when the Japanese began monopolizing the labor
supply and demanding higher wages, they attentuated the support of the large
ownersf who had thus far defended them against the tirades of the small farmers*
This led to the enactment of the Alien Land Law of 1913 (reenaoted in 1919), and
the growers began using Filipino and Mexican labor* And so we can see that
* • the problem of the Japanese in California has been made the eubjeet of
political and private exploitation, and thereby rendered unnecessarily complicated
and acute* * *
The action of the press* the Union Labor Party» and the Asiatic Exclusion
League® encouraged mobs to destroy houses, restaurants, and bath houses and
conmlt other outrages* After the Gentlemem*e Agreement in 1907» the laborere
ceaeed to cornels such large numbers directly from Japan» but since many came
indirectly through Hawaii» the ranting went on unabated* The coming of women»
some as "picture-brides*» led to further agitation to the effect that the
Japanese were immoral and were importing women for questionable purposes*
While many of the Orientals in America did not come into direct contact with
the wanton recklessness of the agitators» most of them haws heard of the incidente»
and this has had an important effect uponthAAr attitudes and opinions toward
Americana and their ways* Since the teachings of Oriental religion did not
consist of training one to insist on his rights but rather to accept fate» and
einee the immigrant had been taught to be tolerating and conciliartory and to
accommodate himself to theings as they came» the bitter feelings were temporarily
submerged and the newcomer as far as possible m&de the beet of his existence as
7*
had 1816
totaling
K* Sato»
8.
9*

In 1900» the Japanese owned 29 farms of about 4»600 acres; by 1910» they
farms of about 99»000 acres| and by 1920 they controlled 6600 farm»
over 450,000 aores and employing 15»000 workers* lyenaga, T* and
«Japan and the California Problem» New York end London» Putnams» 1921»p* 122*
TMTTpTT9
Formed in Sea Francisco in Hay, 1905*
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he found it.*0

Because of the discrepancy of this condition from the illusion

of heaven that they had contemplated when they had started for America, many,
disillusioned, returned to their homeland) some remained, too ashamed to return
defeated*

But it was not allhell, and while only a few achieved the glory they

¿•ught, the majority contented themeilve» with the simple things in life and made
their homes and reared their children in the hope of justice end pease*
10* K.S* Inui, Unsolved Problems of the Pacific« Kamakura, Japan, 1925,
pp. 23-25*
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pr. In ths Valley of the Sun

At first» when there were but a few Japanese in the country» they "moved
throughout the state» at their own expense» working as migratory farms laborers
but later» the vast majority of them remained together and settled in colonies
in

California*^

After a considerable number had come» they began to spread out

into the rural districts and secure work as seasonal farm laborers under the
direction of small contractors and bosses of their own nationality*^ While the
present stronghold of Japanese agriculture in California is in the south» certainly their most important contributions were made in the vallsy in the central
portion of the state*
While the Chinese first made their appearance in the San Jouquin and Sacraments Valleys as early as 1850»* the Japansss did not arrive until 1868*
More came after 1891» but thess were all composed of students who soon left*
It was not until 1900 that a large number began to flow into the valley.
At this time the delta» or "tills" land» was among ths most undesirable
areas in California» mosquitoes» malaria» and typhoid being abundant among the
myriad of swamps* Combustible peat land» biasing sun» and the unsanitary marshland
challenged the newcomer* From 1857 to 1894 millions of dollars had been spent
1* C* McWilliame, 0£* cit. » p* 107*
2* According to the figures given in the United States Census» about 70%
of ths Japanese in the United States were settled in California in 1930—about
97»456 out of a total of 138»834f in 1920» 71»952 out of 111»010 were in the
state| while in 1910» 41,356 of 72»157 were here. Of the 97»456 in California
in 1930» 19»006 were living in central portion—Fresno» Merced» Sacramento»
San Jouquin» and Stanislaus counties*
3* According to an investigation made in 1909» 65j£ of the Japanese in
California were engaged in agriculture» 15% in domestic ssrvies* 15% in business
sntsrprisss generally connected with supplying ths wants of ths Japansss communities» and 5% in other pursuits* Cf* S*L* Gulick» The American-Japanese
Problem, New York, Seribner^» 1914» p. 322*
4* W* Smith« Hie Garden of the Sun* Los Angelss, Lymanhouss» 1939»
p* 408*
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in an attempt to reclaim the land from swamps by building levees and pumping out
the water» but it was not until the wpotato king** appeared on the scene that the
land became productive^

"The early history of successful potato growing in the

San Jouquin Valley centers around ons man. The delta region near Stockton was
considered worthless for agriculturalpruposss until George Shima, a Japanese
contractor» made it the big potato field of California*Shima drained the
delta of the San Jouquin River» leased 6»000 acres and paid owners over $8»000»000
in rent in 20 years* Having corns to California sarlier as a student, he saw the
opportunities which lay open» and returning to Japan» he brought with him a
number of laborers to work his fields and to turn into a mine of wealth that
which had previously been Ignored as the hotbed of disease*
Thus» in certain portions of the valley» organised under Shima and other
contractors the Japanese congregated* The peculiarities of thought» habit» dist»
and forms of recreation tended to draw them into racial colonies* It seemed
inevitable that imaigrauts of this typs should indicate a tendency to segregate
themsslves in communities of their own people» where they could continue to use
their old customs and language! but beiides the desire to stay with their own
group there were other factors fording this solidarity* Economically it was
necessary» for there were few other ways in which newcomers could seek employment
other than through contractors of their own group. Furthermore, this natural
tendency was accentuated ty the strong race prejudice that existed. The outside
pressure of a hostile snvironment as well as the inner compulsion of common
interests forced them to live in segregated quarters* This living togsther
intensified their old sentiments and made more persistent the traits which they
had brought to America and caused their social organisation to follow lines not
dissimilar from those of the East«

a»

The Japanese| unlike the Chineee whom they replaced» organised into definite
groupef the farmers dividing into "gangs" for work under a contractor* These
contractors usually had full supervision and control over their nen9 not only r
paying their wages and overseeing their work but also in conducting the houses
in which they lived* Arrangements were made for cooperative housekeeping and
it was in thsss camps that the men worked until they had earned enough to return
to Japan for a bride or could arrange for a "picture-bride.* Producers' associations» business associations» language schools» religious centers» and the
Japaness Association of America tended to solidify the

community*6

It was in this sstting that the women began to migrate to America in large
numbers» joining their husbands after they had mads a secure place in the new
environment* Many men» after getting things startsd» returned to Japan to wed»
but others had to be content with arranging for "picture-brides*" While the
latter practice has been the subJset of much antagonism» actually the principle
involved ie not much different from that used in Japan* A Japanese in America
who wishsd to secure a wife without the expsnss of crossing ths ocean for her»
made an application to the Japaness Association of America* The sseretary of the
Association then carefully investigatsd ths financial and moralstanding of the
individual and made a full report to the Japaness consulate*

If the report were

satisfactory» the consul informed ths Tokyo authorities» who then issusd a passport
to the girl who had conssntsd to corns to America to be his brids* While many
were married in this mannsr» usually the marriage arrangements were made for the
young man by his relatives» who proeeded in the customary way in sscking his
mats* Sines this mannsr of arranging a marriage was not so diffsrsnt from ths
ordinary Japaneee procedure» it was much mors satisfactory than ons might havs
sxpected and reeultsd generally in permanent unions*

6* J* Stsiner» op* clt*« fill*
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The brides| whether peiked by the consulate or by the bridegroom's parents,
were officially married in Japan and osme to America as the wives of the residents*
Upon disembarking there was usually no ceremony, although sometimes there was a
small wedding party in America* The work of the baishakunin was performed entirely in Japan*
Since most of the iaaigrants married, the casing of women added stability
to th. Japanese co-uniti.. . 7
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planted in America* The fsmily once again became a closely knit unit, Much
attention was paid to family loyalties, honor» pride, and traditions* The tradition of male superiority prevailed, as the women gave way* This familial solidary
transmitted to America was especially discemable in the rural regions than
in the towns*
The transplanted family* like the original in Japan, consisted of the master,
his wife, children, but often included ease relatives and a few aged persons*
For obvious reasons, servants were slmost non-existent, although on the farms the
laborers sometimes lived in the same household with the family*
The fsmily ties were so strong and the fear of disgracing the family was
so great that the individual rarely did anything that might incur harm to the
family name« The scrims rats of the Japanese was uniformly low throughout the
United States, and this can be attributed to the fact that group control was
unusually potent* Delinquency was at a minimum in areas where the Orientals were
incorporated into closely integrated family and community groups*® Crime and
delinquency did not ariee in the Japanese immigrant group upon their first
impact with Americaj it was not until the second generation had grown up and
had become partially emancipated from the control of their parents that the
problems of disorganisation began to be manifest*
7* According to a survey madetoyDr* Strong with a directed ssmple, out of
2,205 males over 14 years of age, all but 335 were married,and among the women
over 98^ were married* Strong, Jaoaness in California* pp* 69*70«

Hi« children were at first strongly influenced by their parents in their
ways, even though they spent part of their time in the public schools where they
learned of an entirely different type of life«

Often, however, since the child

had no idea of many of the things to which their teachers and friends referred,
the home environment for a long time was a more effective agency of socialisation«
All property was held in coonon and was considered as belonging to the family
aa a unit«

It was not until the second generation began to grow up that questions

regarding shares in ths income arose*
Many does associations were formed, partly because of geographical contiguity, partly on the basis of the prefectures (ken) from which the individuals
had come, and partly on the basis of a common religion* Most of the immigrants
were Buddhists snd congregated in the Buddhist centere, but Chrietianity seems to
have been the more influential religion and has caused many changes not only in
the Buddhiet members but also in the program of the chureh itself*

For example,

Buddhist ehurches la America meet on Sundays, a day of no significance in their
rsligion| ths members eing hymns which wsrs unknown in Japan9 and the children
even give preaents on Christmas!
And so ws see that some changes begsn to oresp into the social organisation
of the Japanese isanigrant group soon after their initial adjustmente in America«
This procsss of change proceeded in an ever accelerating pace, and the old traditions and values wsre gruadually impaled by the onslaught of the new ways 4
As ths ssoond generation grew older they more andtoorebecame emancipated from
the shackles of Oriental authority and increasingly beosms the cause of much
concern among the elders*

In aome instances, the immigrants gavs up thsir attempts

to restrain their children, snd the results eometimes led to disastrous consequences«
In the peaceful looking shacke cluttered on the countryaide and on the leviee
8* N.S. Hayner, "Social Factors in Orientsl Crime,H American Journal
Sociology, vol« 43 (May, 1938), pp* 908-16*
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Y, Icarus Get» hie Wing«

The way» and institutions of the second-generation Japanese are neither
enitely Japanese nor American and constitute a peculiar conbination of the two
sets of ways, aL though considerable assimilation has tekan place* Recently many
drastic ehangss have occured which are the cause of much concern to the immigiants*
Among the factors leading to this change is the declining influence of the home
upon the individual*
Unlike the stable system in Japan, the Nisei* are living in an ever changing
society. The stability of organisation under which their parents lived is not
theirs* Furthermore, there has been no standardised pattern of life formthem
to follow* Besides the traditional type of family discipline that their parente
had attempted to inflict, they have learned of a different, more democratic
procedure in the schools and from their friends* Some, by working in Amsrioan
homes, have experienced the different customs and relate them to their friende*
The religious factor, likewise, has been important* The teachinge of
Buddhiem are is no many respects different from the thinge learned in echool
that the Nisei cannot understand their significance and unconsciously turn to
Christian ideas* Those who are Christians, furthermore, come into direct contact
with Caucasians and have adopted their ways*
Furthermore, the rural regions, which are notoriously lagging in change,
have likewise been affected* The children in the rural regions lean by attending
common public schools* Moreover, the rise of automobile transportation has
facilitAted the contact of the rural children with those of the city, and there
has been considerable urbanisation of the ideas and habita of the children on the
farme* Niseis, from the farms and cities alike, often gather at social functions,
1* This term, pronounced "ftee*sayM, means second-generation Japanese and
is in comson «se in referring to this group*
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athletics games, and church activities, and read the same newspaper» and magesineai
thus, the rural and urban groups are becoming more and more alike in their attitudes
and values# There is a relative homogeniety of culture among the Niseis in
central California*
Much to the apprehension of their parent« the Niseis have virtually eucceeded
in becoming Americanisad** Unfortunatelyt however, there ia, so to speak» a fly
in the ointment* Instead of being able to stap into American eoeiety like the
other sscond-gene ration groupe, the Orientala are foread to liva among themselves
and to aaak means of livelihood within thair own groupe* Obtaining Jobs outside
of the Japanaae community seems to be a remote dream to all but a few of ax*
captioned talent. Within the community iteelf there ia an overabundance of workers
and only a few jeba. Sine« a large portion of the jobs that are obtained are
acquired through "pull," thoaa not fortunate enough to have influential frienda
or relatives must be content with working in the farms as seasonal laborers.
3 The
Thoaa who do get jobs in the towns are eually pitifully underpaid*
beat income and moat opportunity seems to ba offered by agricultural work, but
eince most Niaei have aaen what farm work is like at its worst they are reluctant
to go into thia field** Some openings are offered in civil eerviea work, but
here the field la reetrieted to the exceptional few* Of the large number who
2« The firat generation oppoae the complete acceptance of American ways
not so much because of dislike for America but becauee they are ao different from
the traditione which they would like to see upheld*
3* Mr* Charles Kikuchi, in a survey made under the suapices of the California State Employment Service, found that the average wage received by the Niaei
in San Francisco was only $14*50 a week* While I know of no comparable figures
on the wagea paid in Stockton or Sacramento, it ia reasonable to assume that
they certainly cannot be much higher*
4* Moat second-generation Orientals judge farming conditions by the standards under which their parents had lived and do not take into consideration
the fact that these eondtions can be improved eubetsntially*
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are now in institutions of hightr learning getting technical training only a
selected few will be able to get poeitione worthy of their training and the others
will be foreed to accept lesser jobs* Race prejudice againet the Oriental has
not flared at the level of thirty years ago, but the anti-Oriental tradition still
persists and is forcing the Nisei to stay within his own community*
Obviously, without a job or with a small income, the Nisei cannot afford
to be married or to have a home* To add to this chaotic condition, the age and
sex distribution of ths Nisei is very unueual.* Si*«* the vast majority of
the immigrant women arrived in America at about the sams time,** most of the children are of approximately the sams age* Since girls reach a marriageable age
before the boys and since the men are unable to get jobs which would enable them
to support their wivee, there is a serious shortags of eligible men* The common
belief among the Japanese is that there are three timee as many womsn of marriageable
age as there are men, and while the statieties do not substantiate such a contention, the conviction is so wideepread that it has had a serious effect upon the
attitudee and behavior of the Nisei and their anxioue parents*7

marriage

problem is gradually becoming leee acute, the older girls (those who are now over
twenty-five) face the dilemmatic choice of launching a career in eome field
(if en opportunity is availabls) or intermarriage (which ie frowned upon)*
In the midst of this hodge-podge the preeence of another group of Americanborn Japaneee complicates the already eerioue problem* The Kibeis^ find themeelvee alone and almost hopsless* Since they have been educated in modern Japan
their ideae are eeeentially different from thoss of the firet generation who were
educated thirty or fortjtyyeers ago if at all, and even more distant from ths ways
vide Appendix B
6* From about 1915 to 1924*
7* In 1941 the biological ratio of potentially marriageable males to females
seen* to be roughly 11 to 13f however, if we take into consideration the economio
factor the difference would be much greater than 1 to 3*
8* The Kibeis are American-born children who were eent to Japan while quite
young end educated there*

1«

of tho Niseis whose ideas are basically American* The Kibei finde himself in
social isolation and is forced to withdraw into hie own group* Since most of
them returned to America with ambitieue plans and hopes« their reception here
has caused many to become disillusioned* Many of them in central California
simply drift aimlessly from one farm to another and are hopelessly building up a
reputation of being the moet ill-behaved of the Orientals* Their gamblingf
drinking» frequenting houses of prostitution» and fighting are the cause of
coneiderable concern on the part of civic-minded membere^of the community*
Since moet of the Niseie are still in their late 'teens or early twenties»
the marriage problem has not yet become acute| the majority are still in school
and dependent upon their parents economically and the firet generation etill
wields some authorityf although this is rapidly brsaklng down* In some regions»
particularly In soughtern California» incipient signs of disorganisation are
appearing and it seems that the disruption will become more prevalent as the
Niseis grow elder and find themselves without wort: or hope of obtaining positions
better than menial and farm labor and as the aging parents die or become lees
influential* Disorganisation has not yet struck the Nisei community» but it
seems reasonable toassume that it will take place soon.
It is In this context that we must view the Nieei family which has changed
drastically from that of their parente and in moet instances contain only the
veetiges of the heritage of their parents* Marriage le no longer coneid ered
an affair of the tm ily» but rather that of the individuale involved* Usually
the Nisei piek their own matee» often with the approval of their parente» although
some actually go againet the wishes of the elders* No attempt ie made to check
the ancestry of the other family» and love and occasionally rational thought
ssrve as the baeee for eelecting matee instead of the perpetuation of the family
name* Thus we find that the underlying concept of the institution of marriage has
changed completely| the family name is no longer important*
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However, there are some remnants of the old customs* Baiahakunin are still
retained, although they ssrve no function whatever and are merely formalities. The
ceremony ia now, both among the Buddhists and Christians» colorsd by religious
considerations and is performed either by a minister or a justice of the peaoer
while the baishakunln msrely eit ty and express their good wishss. Occasionally
we find traces of the bride and groom exchanging money as the custom in Japan
dictates! however, this is becoming more and more rarej in fact, moat Nissis do
not even know of the custom. The wedding of the Buddhist group has been almost
o
entirely Christianized.
Courtship among the Niseis likewise is considsrably Americanised, although
on some occasions there has been some difficulty because meny Niseis do not have
an opportunity to learn the American ways. The sexes mingle freely in socials,
parties, dances, club meetings, athletics, and picnics, much to the disgust of
soms of the older residents, end seek their friends in much the ssme manner as
do most Americans. Occasionally, however, a boy, after looking about for a wife
and being unable to find one, asks his parents to find one for him. Even in such
oases, however, the couple go out together and see each other oftsn before marriage, and instances of arranged marriages of the nature of those of Japan are
virtually non-existent.
While there are not yet many Nisei fsmilies, ths ones that do sxist are
usually very different from those of their parents. The newlyweds usually dislilss
living with thsir parants and unless there is an economic necessity preventing
their setting up their own homes, they leave the old household. Ths Nisei family
consists of the husband, wifs, and their children, and only occasionally are
there relatives living with them. Often the wife works part time to help keep
up the household and to mest the expenses.
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There ie alee ouch oppostion to autocratic family control* The Nisei family,
ae a rule, is run on a more democratic basis, with the vife and children having
more say in the affairs of the group* While remnants of familial sentiments
remain| the reverence for ancestors is virutally non-existent* Because of racial
barriers, however, many of them are unable to break sway completely from the
parental group and remain to some extent under their surveillance*
In many other ways the unity of the family has broken down* Property is
no longer held in common, each individual keeping a share as "his own" and often
starting bank accounts separately* While the family pride is not entirely
lacking, it seems that the forces at political control are more and more the
agente of control* The children spend much of their time outside, in schools
and with their friends and are more influenced by their outer environment*
Thus we can see that the basic concept of a family as a unit and an end in
itself is complstely superseded by the idea of a family as a means to anotherend—individual happlnsftft* Couples no longer feel obligated to have children
to perpetuate their family line, nor do they bother themselves with the care of
ancestral tablets*
To be sure, not all Hissi have completely emancipated themselves from the
ways that they were taught when they were young* There are some conformists
(thoroughly disliked by other Niseis) who accept in toto the traditions of their
parents and do not vary from them* There are some who react violently to the
attempts of their parents to hold their lit erssts in check, while some accept
the situation philosophically said attempt to compromise* There is no question,
howsver, that by and large the Nisei family has changed* The second generation
find it difficult to understand the language* religion, and ideas of their parents
and thsrefors many of thsm do not even comprehend the significance of the family
to the Japanese immigrant*
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The young people have made contact with several types of family and have
accepted the type that had the most appeal« After the democratic ideas are
instilled in them in school» it is difficult for them to accept the type of
family in whioh they had been reared; end the type of family they see in the
movies and read of in books seems much more attractive* Much to the dismay of
the older generation» the Niseis are striking out on their own, having largely
emancipated themselves from parental control*
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The Nisei is a cultural hybrid, being neither entirely American nor entirely
Japanese, but it is easy to see that the influence of the American environment has
been much stroiger than that of their parents. In the family» the underlying
concept has changed entirely} the patriarchal control has been replaced lay democracy}
the concept of property has been shifted from the group to the individual} the
religious reverence for ancestors is absent} the values and philosophy of life
of the individuals are entirely different. In marriage love has replaced fsmily
name as the basis} the ceremony is entirely Christianised} and courtship has taken
the American form*
Some changes have not been quite ao complete«

In many instances there is

patrilocal residence in central California, partly because of economic necessity
and partly because the familial sentiments still remain} furthermore, the family
still reoaine to some extent an agency of social control» A few traits, insignificant and unimportant, have struggled through the turmoil and still persist,
especially in respect to marriage* The baishakunin is stillretained although he
performs no function and there is till sometimes an exhcnags of money between the
bride and the groom* The basis concept, the organisation, and the functions
of the family, however, have changed almost beyond recognition, and as the parents
die ar leave the country, it is reasonable to believe that the emancipation will
become more complete*
This presses of change haul not taken plate without being influenced by
hietorieal occurences*

In fact, the changes taking place in the Nisei group
4

are similar te those taking place throughout the nation, but thess have taken a
different twist in some instances beoauee of the peculiar historieil setting*
Among the many factors that have been of importance is the fact that the Japanese
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immigrants cams to California and stappad into tha midst of tbs stress of modern
labor conditions* This directly led to agitation and the passage of the AliAtt
Land Laws and the Exclusion Act. Ths Land Laws drove many to the cities whsre
because of the prejudice» the Japaneee were foreed to eecupy sones which were
ecologically the poorest*

In a sense, however, the prejudice aided in that the

Japaness were foreed into a solid colony and thus for almost three deeades
group opinion was abls to kssp ths individuals in the conmunity restrained from
rash action in ths fsar of injuring their family name* The agitation further
led to muoh remorse on the part of the Orientals and einee they ssttlsd in the
transition aones in ths city and among the workers in ths fawns where they eame
into contact with the lowest classee, the attitude of the Japaneee toward the
whitee is ons of contsmpt and disrsspect*
The Exclusion Aet of 1924 was of considerable importance in that it led to
many broken families* Furthsrmors, many men were foreed to go without wivee*
Perhaps ths most important offset of the laws was that it caused an unusual
age and sex distribution among ths Nissi which is now ths basis of many serious
problems* Ths passags of this law was valuable in that it stopped one of the
souress of sgitationi however, it has lsd to many unforessen problems*
Labor difficulties,howsvsr, were not the only sources of malddjustment•
In fact, the racial difference, the rise of Japan as a world power, and the
exploitation of these factors by local politicians were likewise important*
The coming of "picture*brides" also contributed to the confusion* Thess misunderstandings led to agitation and the prejudice drowe the Orientals into
solid communities in whftth the family ties wsrs kspt intact for dseades) when in
other immigrant groups disorganisation struck ths first gsnsration*
Today, under the ehadow of war-clouds ths futurs of the Nieei looks far from
rosy* With Japan and ths Unitsd Statss following foreign polioiee which seem
diaastrieally opposed and seemingly drawing nearer to eonfliet, many anemic-minded
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individuals ars beginning te question the loyalty of American-bom Japanese* •
This suspicion further accentuates the already eerious vocational and marriage
problems* As the Nisei in increasing numbers pour out of school and find themselves
without jobs* as the controlling influence of their parents decrease9 the outlook
is indeed very gloomy. Should the United States and Japan go to war» no doubt
the social organisation of the Orientale in America will suffer from the drastic
repeeussions*
Granted that the Nisei faces an unwanted reality» the inevitable question
arisest what can be done about it? Obviously whenformulating any plan of social
action one must remain within the realm of reality end refrain from drawing up
blueprints of a Utopia unlikely to be blessed by felicitioue realisation* Fortunately, leadere in polities, religion, education, the press, social welfare
agencies have already taekn some steps to alleviate the problem and to aid in
reorganising Nisei society« What these groups can do however will be conditioned
by the turn of events in the world*
Perhaps it would help if the Nieeie themselves faced the facts $ however, thus
far thoee who think that they can foreeee the future have relapeed into melancholy
outlook, a feeling a defeatiem which often comee perilously near the crage of utter
disillusionment*

Perhape a reexamination of their philosophies of life would aid*

It seems to me, however, that whatever preecription of reform that is proposed
suet be based upon a sound and thorough understanding of the situation and of the
issuee involved* Any immature plane of reorganisation may in the long run lead to
futile efforts and disastrous sacrifice* The demoralisation prevalent among the
Nieeie today is not due to the lack of a feeling of belonging to eomething, but
rather to a vague ralisation that the future doee not hold much for themf perhape
a happy turn of events will provide a stimulus for a rapid and systematic effort
to reorientate the victims of circumetance*

1*

Appendix A

Methodological Note

At the end of their epochal treatise, Thomas and Znaniscki concludes
M

The prevalent general socisl unrest and demoralisation is due to the decay
of the primary-group organisation, which gave the individual a eenee of
reeponsibility and security because he belonged to something;» Thie eystem
has given wsy partly to the forces making for Individual efficiency, and we
have developed nothing to take its place—no organisation which would reetore the eense of social responsibility without limiting ths efficiency of
the individual."1
Concerning the indivldusls themselves they wrotet
"An immigrant of the first generation who becomes demoralized in any particular line--family life, economic relations, community relations—soon loses
moral self-control in general, all his institutional attitudes are more or
less dissolved.••
This process of degeneration becomes greater in the second generationi
• * • • both becauss the parente have less to give than they had received
themselves in the line of social principlee and emotlone, and because the
children brought up in American cities havs more freedom and less respect
for their parents*
It was on ths assumption that these hypotheees were reasonably consistent with
the facts that this study on ths Japansss immigrant group was undertaken» During
the course of the inveetiagtion, I have found that while the theory holds to a
large extent, sometimes the "processes'* of change took a peculiar twist due to
the presence of some unexpected factor* For example, the primary-group organisation of the Japanese did not collapss upon its initialimpact with American ways
and the first generation underwent virtually no disorganisation because of the
unusually strong kinship ties developed in Japan and beeauee the hostility of
the other groups would not permit them to leave their group* Furthermore, it
seeme to me that many of the manifestations of disorder in ths second-generation
1* W»I* Thomas and F* Znaniscki, op* cit*§ vol* 5, pp* 344-45*
2* ibid*. New Tork, Knopf, 1927, vol. II, p* 1651*
3* ibid.
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ars dus» partially at lsast» to factors othar than tha daeraaaa of tho influence
of group-ways upon the individuals* Economic dependency is due to an unfortunate
twiet of oircumstancs» while demoralisation may be due to a realisation that the
future doee not hold such in etore for the Nisei* By and large» however» the
hypothesss of Thomaa and Znanieeki hold up ednirably well even in a context so
different from that of the original study.
The original aim of this investigation was of a very ambitioue nature* An
effort was mads to follow the method of writing social historiee advocated by
profeseor Teggartt problem» events» comparison«* The underlying aim of the research was to sssk the preesesss by which the hybrid culture of the eecond-genera*
tion came to be as it is*

In studying this change an attempt was made to trace

the hietorieal events which seemed to have had considsrabls influence upon the
changes» and tha conclusions were to have been drawn from a comparison of data
gathered from a series of spscifio case atudies. Unfortunately» however» all
this could not be done in a single semeeter partly because of the lack of timt
and mors becauee of the inadequoy of ay background to carry on such a project*
Instead of a series of cass studies in the varioue sections in Japan from
which tha majority of the immigrante came» I relied for the bulk of my information on the study made by Dr. Embree in Kumamoto ken»^ primarily becauee it
happens to be one of the finest etudies of Japaness rural society in the Englieh
language* Furthermore» because of my inability to rssd ths Japanese language I
was unabls to gather data from other available aourcee* Fortunately» it eo happens
that Kumamoto supplied a relatively lazge percent age of the immigrants to California.6
There are available many fine works onthe organisation and history of ths
immigrants in Hawaii! howsver» to eimplify the task» no account is taksn of this
4. F.J. Teggart, Home and China* Bsrksley, University of California Press»
1989» preface, vi.
5. J.F. Embree, Suye Mura. Chisago, Univsrsity of Chicago Preee» 1939.
6. Ichihashi» op. cit. p. 80.
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very important aspoet of the immigration. In California, I had intended to gather
inforn&tion on Los Angeles, Imperial Valley, San Francisco, Stockton, and the San
Jouquin Valley| however, the material on hand was so eparee that I decided to
confine my attention only to rural regions in central California and Stockton, ^ •
with which I am personally fairly well acquainted. While my conclueione are stated
very generally, actually they apply primarily only to central California*
Although social change involves all culture, this stuty *as confined largely
to an analysis of the ineitutions of family and marriage* Sinee social phenomenon
are so complex, one must have soms eatsgoriss into which the data can be olaaeified
in order to be comprehensible, and inthe quest for categoriee for classification
I have turned to a number of general works in soclt&ftgy and to lecture notea.
As far as possible the following sketchy outline wae followed in analysing the
family and related institutions«
I* The family as a social institution
A* underlying concept
B* organisation of the family
1* residence
2* constituent elements
S* control and stability
4* proparty in the family
C* functions of the family
1* social control
2, socialisation
3* religious aspects
D. the individual and the family
II* Institutions related to the family
A* marriage
1* underlying concept
2* basse for marriage
3* complex of ways and traditions
a* attitudes
b* consent
e* making the contract
4* economic considerations
5* religious consideratione
B* courstship
1* underlying concept
2* attitudes
in measuring the trasitionaa attempt was made to distinguish between fixity,
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modification, and ohsnge.^ Besides the "processes" of change the various "events"
were likewise taken into consideration»** and much space in the paper is devoted
solely to an account of historical happenings*

The following diagram charts the

approach ussd in this papert
"Events"

"Events"

"Events"

"Events"

Thus each division contains» first, the setting! then an analysis of the
social organisation, and finally the conclusions.
Every effort was made to guard against letting this work degenerate into
supplying facts to fit ready-made conclusions, and as far as possible the approach was inductive* The only conviction» now somewhat shaken» with which I
began this paper was that the incipient disorganisation among the Nisei was due
primarily to cultural change* This assumption» whether true or not» was accepted
and no effort was made either to prove it true or false» since the specific
object of this paper was to trace the changes that have taken place in the
social organisation of the immigrant group»
7. F.J* Teggart, The Processes of History* Mew Haven» Yale University Press»
1918, IV*
8. F.J* Teggart, The Theory of History* New Haven, Tale University Press,
1925, VII*
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fcamplfi of wedding and engagoment announcements

These sample® were taksn at random from the New World Sun and the JapaneseAmerican News, San Franciso dailies. Note that in almost every instance the
announcements contain seme reference to the baishakunin and often emphasise the
the fact that someone is the first son or first daughter of a family. Theee
wedding announcements constitute a good example of the proeees of persistence,
modification, and change in the culture of the Japaness immigrant group in America.
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Yamashita-Miyao
Nuptial Rites
Held at. Florin
FLORIN, Feb. 25—Martin Mi- j
yao, prominent member of the
Florin YBA and second son of
Mr. and Mrs. Tokumatsu Miyao,
and Yukiko Yamashita, eldest
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. K. Yamashita of Broderick, will be united at a nuptial rite which will
be held at Florin Buddhist temple on Wednesday afternoon,
from 3 o'clock with Rev. Naito
performing the ceremony. Baishakunin for the couple were
Mr. and Mrs. T. Tanikawa of
Florin and Mr. and Mrs. G. Kono of Mills.
• ,
Mr. Miyao has been actively
engaged in the trucking business
while his parents are pioneer
berry growers of the Florin dis- j
triCt. Miss Yamashita is a grar j
duate of high school and was also .!
educated in Japan.
\
The wedding reception will be I
held at M. Chop Suey in Sacra- ;
mento from 6 o'clock. Many,
friends of the couple are expect- j
ed to attend. After their honey- j
moon to an unknown destination, j
the couple expect to make their ;
home in Florin.

Ota-Kozuki
Betrothal Told
FRESNO, Feb. 21—The betrothal
of Nancy Kozuki of Parlier , to. Ronald; Ota of Fresno Was announced
recently at the home of Mrs. Y. Kozuki. Both are active Bussei, The
wedding date was not announced.
Baishaktinin are Mr. and Mrs. Jitsumiyo of Fresno, Mr. and Mrs.,, K.
Kimoto of Parlier.

\Seattle Girl
Reveals Troth
To SLO Youth
S E A T T L E , March 16—The engagement of Margaret Etsuko Hisayasu, daughter- of Mr. and Mrs. K.
Hisayasu of South Park to Masaji
Eto of San Luis Obispo, was announced last Sunday at the Kinka
Low.
Baishakunin were Mr. and Mrs.
Okuda of Seattle; Y. Minami of Santa Maria, California and K. Momoi
i of San Francisco.
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The following liet constitutes merely the working bibligraphy for this
paper end is in no way representative of the vast volume of literature available
in this field of study. Books and articles read prior to the beginning of the
spring eemeeter which were not directly sued have been omfcttei.
1« Methodology and Theoretical Background
1. ABBOT, G., The Immigrant and the Coggnunitv. New York, Century, 1917, III*
(The eeetion on "The Special Problems of Immigrant Girls'* provided
many valuable suggestions)
2* BALLARD, L.V., Social Institutions* New York, Appleton-Century, 1936, II-VII.
(The method of analysing the family was taken large from this work)
3« BLUMER, H. "An Appraisal of Thomas and Znanieeki's The Polish Peasant in
Europe and America." Social Sclsnee Research Council Bulletin, no* 44,
Hew York, 1939, pp* 1-82.
(Contains an excellent analysis end summary of Thomas and Znanciecki'e
social theory)
4« HERTZLER, J*0., Social Institutions» New York, McGraw-Hill, 1929, III.
(Contains method of inatltutional analysis)
5. KOIJSE, F*, The Development of Sociology. New York, McGraw-Hill, 193$, 283-290.
(Chapter XXI? contains a commentary and summary of the Poll eh Peasant)
6. LEY BUR},', J.G., Frontier Folkways. Nsw Haven, Yale University Prese, 1935, XI.
(Background reading* This work employe an entirely different approach
but reaches conclueions somewhat similar to those of Thomas and Znaniecki)
7* PARK, R.E*ftMILIAR, HA.A., Old-World Traits Yransplantsd* Chicago, University
of Chioago Press, 1925, II, IV,VII*
(Reading this general work brought many things to my mind that I otherwise might not have thought of)
8* SOROKIN, P., Contemporary Sociological Theories. Harper, New York, 1928, II.
(The treatment of the theory of Frederick Le Play givee fruitful
suggeations on methods of studying the family)
9* STONEQUIST, E.V., The Marginal Man* New York, Ssribner'a, 1937, 83-104*
(Excellent treatment of theppsyphology of the cultural hybrid)
10* SUTHERLAND, R*L* ft WOODWARD, J*L*, Introductory Sociology. Chisago, Lippincott, 1937, V, XXI, XXIII, XXIV, XXVII, XIII.
(A general introduction to eooiological theory containing many valuable .
chapters on racial interaction and eooial institutions)
11* TEGGART, F.J., The Processes of History, New Haven, Yale University Preee, 1918,
IV*
(Discusses the processes of Fixity, Modification, and Change)
*ftome and China* Berkeley, University of California Press, 1939
preface (v - xii)
(Method of writing history) prerequsitss for obtaining verifiable knowledge from historioal data)
13*
» The Theory of History* New Haven, Yale University Prsss, 1925,VII
and XIII*
(A discussion of the necessity of considering both Nproeosaee"and "events"
in historioal etudyf an excellent summary of the methods of science)
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14. THOMAS, W*I* Jb ZNANXSCKX, F., The Polish Poaeant in Europe ànd Amerlc^.
New *0rk, Knopf, 1927 (voi». I and II), Boston, Badger, 1920 (vola*
H I , IV, AND V), I, pp. 74*861 ZI» 1-138, 199-80$ V, 165-345,

(Ab opoohal work on tha social changs accompanying ths immigration of . •
ths Polsa to America. Ths concludo» of this work formsd tha hypotheeie
upon whioh this papsr was based, and many aactions of tha books providsd
valuable suggestione)
II. Social Organisation in Rural Japan
1«
2*

3.
4.
5*
6.

7*

BYAS, H., "The Family System of Japan, ** Asia, vol. 24 (April, 1924), pp. 290-94.
(Containe en excellent summary of family life in Japan)
BMBREE, J.F., Suye Murai a Japanese Village, Chicago, Univereity of Chicago
Press, 1939, II-VI.
(An excellent etudy of life in a small village in Japan. While thie
study was made in 1935, it nonetheless provided many insights into ths
nature of the relationships in which the average inmigrante were reared)
INUI, K.S., Unsolved Problems pt the Pacific* Kamakura, Japan, 1925, II.
(A summary of the philosophy of life of the Orient and its contrast with
the American view is contained in this chapter)
IYENAGA,A®., and SATO, K., Japan and the California Problem* New York, Putnam,
1921, IX.
(Summary of "Japanese Traits and philosophy of Life")
KNOX, G.W., Japansse Life in Town and Country* New York, Putnam's Sons, 1904,
XII, XIII, Alid XV*
(A not too good account of the cue terns of old Japan)
SMITH, W.C., Americana in Process. Ann Arbor, Edwards Bros., 1937, I.
(Thie book, much like this paper, is an attempt to analyse the problema
of the Orientals in America in the light of the theory of dieorganisation
as a result of cultural change* Chapter I containe a summary of the
heritage of the far Eaat)
SUGIMOTO, E., daughter of a Samurai* London, Hurst and Blaekett, 1933, p. 89
(A biography containing many eectione on the eoeial life of Japan)
•
III. The History of Japanese Immigration to Amorloa

1* ICHIHASHI, Y., Japanese in the United States. Stanford Univereity, Stanford
University Press, 1932, I, IV, V, XV, XVI, XVII, XIX*
(in my opinion the fineet end most eompreheneive treatment of the subject)
2* IYENAGA A SATO, ££* cit*, VI«
(Chapter XI deals with "The Cauees of Anti-Japanese Agitation")
3* KAMKAMI, K.K., The Real Japanese Question. New York, Macmillan, 1921, X*VII.
(A good survey of immigrationand the reeulting problems)
4* MeVILLIAMS, C*, Factories in the Fields* Boston, Little, Brown and Co., 1939,
VIIftVIII.
(A brief history of the migratory labor problem in California with good
ehaptere on the poeition of the Oriental)
5. MILL IS, HAA*, The Japaneee Problem in the United Statee* New York, Macmillan,
1915, Z*
.
(Chapter I containe an outline of the history of Xmmigmatien)
6* NAKA, K*, Social and Economic Conditione among; Japanese Farmers £n California,
theeie, (M.&7T7 University of California, 1913*
(Summary of tha history of immigration, eocialconditione, and survey
of farming in California)
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7. SMITE, W.» The garden of ih» Sun* Lot Angolo*, Lymanhouse, 1939, pp. 438*39»
503«
(A fairly good history of tho San Jouqpin Valley from 1772-1939 with
a few references to the Orientals)
8« SMITH, W.C., 0£. cit.» II & III.
(Summary of the immigration to Hawaii and the Pacific Coast)
9» STEINER, J.» The Japanese Invasion. McClurg Co., Chicago» 1917, I.
(Tho early history of Japanese immigration)
10« STRONG, E«K., The Japanese in California» Stanford University, Stanford Univo ri sty Press, 1934, III*
(The distribution of population in the United States)
11.
. The Second-Generation Japanese Probi oaf* Stnaford University,
Stanford Univeristy Press, 1937, II*V.
(The Hietorical development of the problem and oaueee for complaint
against the Japanese are well analysed)
jV* The Social Organisation of the Japanese Immigrants in America
1. ADA1IIC, L*» From ¿¿any Lands* New York, Harper, 1940, pp* 185-234*
(This section contains an autobiography of Mr* Charles Kikuchi of San
Franoisco. While his life is certainly not like that of the average
Nisei, many of his comments givee insight into the nature of the
mental conflict taking plaee)
2* HAYNER, BUS«, "Social Factors in Oriental Crime," American Journal of Sociology > vol* 43 (May, 1938), pp* 908-16.
(Stresses the important effect familial solidarity had upon preventing
delinquency among tho Japanese)
3« ICHIHASHI, Y., o%. cit., VII*
(Geographical distribution of the Japanese in America)
4* IMMIGRATION COMMISSION, Reports, vol* 33, 1911» pp. 8-9*
(Summary of the character of immigrants in America)
3, IYENAGA A SATO, 0£. cit,, VII & VIII.
(Population and birth rate and other facts about Japanese in California)
5. KATAOKA, W.T.,"Occupations of the Japanese in Los Angeles," Sociology and
Social Resesmch, vol* 14 (Sept«-0et., 1929), pp. 53-58.
(List of occupations of Japanese in Los Angelee)
7« KIKUCHI, C., The Japanese-American Youth in Swm Francisco, San Francisco, n.p*,
1941.
(This survey was carrisd on under the aaspiees of the jiunior Counseling
Department of the California State Employment Service and contains
factual evidence of the social conditions of the Japanese in San Francisco)^
8. MCKENZIE, R.D., prioxrfcal Sncluslon. Chicago, University of Chicago Press,
1928, III, VII, XIV»
(An excellent summary of the effects of the various anti-alien laws
upon the Orientals in America)
9. UIE6IS, H.A., £g* cit*, II, III» V» VI» VII.
(A survey of the vocational adjustment of the Japanese in the cities
and in agriculture)
10. NAKA» K.» 0£. cit.
11« STEINER,J., ££. pit.. VI*VIII.
(Much emphasis is laid upon the solidarity of the Japanese group organisation and its causes)
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12« STRONG, B.K., The Japanese ¿n California. IV, V, VI*
(Occupations and Incomes of Japanese in California)
13«
. The Sfcond-Gsnoration Japanese Problem. VI, VIII. IX.
(Vital statistics, education, and occupation of Japanese)
V. The Second-Generation Japanese Problem
1« ICH2HASHI, 7* en. cit., XX, XXII«
(An excellent summary and statement of problem)
2» LIND, A.W.» "Some Ecological Patterns of Community Disorganisation in Honolulu," American Journal of Sociology» vol* 36, (Sept., 1930),pp. 206-20.
(Provides background reading for problems of disorganisation)
3. SMITH, W.C., 0£. cit., VII, VIII, XV-XVIII.
(Study of vocational opportunities in America and a summary of the
cultural changes taking place in the ideas and social organisation
of the Orientals in America)
4.
» "Changing Personality Traits of Second-Generation Orientals in
America,** American Journal of Sociology* vol« 33 (May, 1928), pp. 922-S9.
(An Attempt to classify the Nisei into personality "types**)
5. STRONG, E.K., Japanese in California« VI, VIII, X.
(Problems in education and religion)
6.
. Second-Generation Japanese Problem. I, X, XI.
(A statement of the problem and predictions of vocational opportunities)
7. UNITED STATES BUREAU OF THE CENSUS, Abstracts of the Fourteenth Census of
the United States (1920), Washington, D.C., Government Printing Office,
. . .
.if
8.
, Abstracts of the Fifteenth Census (1930), Washington, D.C.,
Government Printing Office, 1933*
9. 666
. Special Report on Foreign-Bom WhJJfce Families by Country of
Birth of Head* Washington, D.D., Government Printing Office, 1933.
(Contains a special appendix giving statistic for Mexican, Indian,
Chinese and Japanese families)
10. WHITE, M. "Between Two Flags," Saturday Evening Post* vol. 212 (Sept. 30,
1939) pp. 14-5 if.
(An excellast presentation of the problem of the Nisei)
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